
 
MEETING MINUTES 

 

1. MEETING INFORMATION 
 

Date: 1 April 2016 

Time: 5.30pm – 6pm 

Venue:  SIS Level 4 

  

Attendees: Steven HOI 

 Eileen SOH Yi Lin 

 Mandes SIM Yu Tien 

 NG Poh Hui 

 LIM Zi Yan Evangeline 

  

Absent 
with 
apologies: 

 

  

Agenda: 1. Project Progress Update 

 

2. MEETING RECORDS 
 

 Description By Who Due Date 

1 Friendchise explained to Steven regarding 
the team’s decision to change the job 
post thumbnails to salary per hour. The 
rationale behind this change is because 
since all the job positions are for RWS, 
adding image thumbnails will not value 
add to the aesthetics of the app. 

- INFO 

2 Friendchise updated that the app can now 
detect face and crop a picture for the user 
registration feature of the mobile app.  
The picture can now be uploaded onto 
the applicant CV. The user can also 
change profile picture whenever he/she 
wishes.  
 
Steven expressed that the photo is taking 
too much space and suggested to the 
team to shift the profile picture and 
change its size. 

- INFO 

3 Friendchise updated that the “My Profile” 
tab has been updated already. Un-
editable and editable fields are not clearly 
differentiated. 

- INFO 



 
4 Friendchise updated Steven that for the 

“Notification” tab, it has been edited to 
enable the differentiation of the different 
types of notifications.  

- INFO 

5 Friendchise informed Steven that the 
team will arrange a meeting with RWS for 
handover purposes after 11 April 2016. 

- INFO 

6 Friendchise updated Steven with the 
updates from RWS’ IT department. No 
error alerted from them but the team said 
that Friendchise is not likely to use their 
server. 
 
RWS’ biggest concern is that they do not 
have a readily available server for the 
Friendchise’s project. They also 
mentioned that they do not want to use 
Openshift due to the security issues that 
may entail. If there are no readily 
available servers, RWS will pay for a new 
one but because of the hierarchical way 
of how things work in the company, this 
may not meet the IS480 final deadline. 

- INFO 

7 Steven mentioned that since our project 
has no real users, it may not be an edge 
for the team. Friendchise has to find 
another factor of the project to offset this 
downside. 

- INFO 

8 Friendchise informed Steven of the tasks 
that are still pending completion: 

- Web analytics 
- Web blacklist function 
- Web UI 
- Mobile profile picture resizing 

- INFO 

9 For technical complexity, Friendchise 
enquired if password hashing is 
considered. Steven does not think this is 
considered a technical complexity 
because this function is a commonly used 
one across many projects. 

- INFO 

10 Friendchise enquired if face detection 
could be considered as a technical 
complexity. Steven said that the team can 
indeed include this as a tech complexity 
but the team has to show that we have 
made considerable effort for this. 

- INFO 

11 Steven asked if Friendchise is going to 
conduct another round of UAT (mobile 
and web) after UAT3. Team clarified that 

- INFO 



 
we would not be conducting anymore 
UAT after UAT3. 

12 After cleaning the web analytics module, 
team will get the RWS’ HR team to do a 
round of user testing for the web admin 
portal. 

- INFO 

13 Steven instructed Friendchise to send the 
final presentation slides 3 days before the 
presentation to Steven. 

- INFO 

14 Friendchise is to remember to get the 
sponsor/client to send Steven the final 
evaluation form. 

- INFO 

 
The meeting was adjourned at 6pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 
are no amendments reported in the next three days. 
 
Prepared by, 
Mandes Sim 
 
Vetted and edited by, 
Ng Poh Hui 
 
 
 


